Current indication for endovascular treatment of thoracic aneurysms.
The morbidity and mortality for open treatment of thoracic aortic aneurysms have declined over the years, but it is still a major clinical problem. The reason for the mortality is in almost 50% of the cases cardiac failure. Endoluminal treatment of abdominal aortic aneurysm is widely distributed and with promising results, although not as free from complications as expected 10 years ago. This technique has also been adopted for the thoracic aortic aneurysm as the trauma is much less than in open surgery. In our own personal series no specific workup for coronary heart disease has been made and the mortality of stentgrafting of the thoracic aorta was 2.4%. A survey of the world literature, including elective and acute dissections and aneurysms revealed 642 patients treated with stentgraft with a mortality of 6.2%, although no cardiologic work up had been performed. These numbers compete well with those of open surgery, but a systematic prospective comparison would be needed in order to state the real mortality in both groups.